
 

Benton County Master Gardeners Annual Report by Committee 

Committee Name Desk Committee____________ Date/Year:   2022   Months of Activity: 12 months 

Contact Person/People with e-mail address/contact information Kathi Tucker  kathi.tucker@yahoo.com   

Names of  Committee Members  and/ or number of active volunteers:  Kathi Tucker, Alan Taylor  

Basic Purpose of Committee   Provide cohesive and coordinated protocols for MGs who work at the desk and interact 

with the public, maintain equipment associated with the desk (computer, microscope, camera, pH meter, library, etc.) 

Estimate of Total Hours Volunteered_150___        OR    Actual total hours volunteered (if you know): __________

Goals for this year: 

1. Repair microscope 

2. Replace desktop computers 

3. Update documentation as needed 

 

 

Specific tasks: 

Determine the cause of the microscope problem 

(internal gear shaft broke), locate appropriate repair 

facility (had to ship back to PA to an Olympus repair 

facility) OSU’s implementation of the Tanium Client 

software put too great of a load on our older desktop 

computers.  Although Extension offered to replace the 

desktops, the bureaucracy of it all caused numerous 

months of delay so we eventually just bought our own.

How did this year’s goals and completed tasks meet the BCMGA mission for education? Updating/repairing the 

equipment used at the desk is critical to meeting the groups outreach goals via the help desk. 

Event(s)______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Number of Working Meetings_________________________________ 

Number of Contacts/Participants____________________ 

Number of BCMG Volunteers Involved_______2________ ______________      

Has the committee made any changes this year that made contact or project more efficient or met the educational 

goal better? A second laptop (refurbished) was purchased to facilitate volunteers doing ‘desk duty’ from the conference 

room, it doesn’t appear that it was ever used for that purpose so will be reassigned to the plant sale.   

Are there any recommendations, tasks or areas of information the committee wants to pursue over the next 

year?_We desperately need new BCMGA members to be willing to support the Desk committee.  We need a 

librarian/book repair person, a computer support person (comfortable with software as well as hardware), and a person 

willing to review and update the documentation.   

Has your committee made any adjustments for special needs participants?__None requested  

BUDGET AND FUNDING:  Was Project adequately funded?__Yes___ 

Has your committee used any Special Allocations?__Not a special allocation but a restricted fund: The Tech 

Replacement Fund was used to purchase the additional laptop, and most of the two replacement desktop computers. 

mailto:kathi.tucker@yahoo.com


What feedback was given to Special Allocations about the use of these funds for your project?  (Written statement or 

photos?) n/a 

 

Total Spending for the Year____$620.36_Desk,   $ 2510.94 Tech replacement fund___ 

Budget Amount for the Year___$600.00 Desk,    $ 2510.94 Tech replacement fund  ___ 

Any additional Information can be added here: 

 

 

 

 

Any photographs or materials reflecting the projects for the previous year: 

 

 

 

Submitted by__Kathi Tucker________________________________ Date: 12/31/2022 

Thank you for doing this! 

 

                                                 


